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Abstract
Bertrand Russell famously argued that causation is not part of the fundamental phys-
ical description of the world, describing the notion of cause as “a relic of a bygone
age” (Russell, 1913, p. 1). This paper assesses one of Russell’s arguments for this
conclusion: the ‘Directionality Argument’, which holds that the time symmetry of
fundamental physics is inconsistent with the time asymmetry of causation. We claim
that the coherence and success of the Directionality Argument crucially depends on
the proper interpretation of the ‘time symmetry’ of fundamental physics as it appears
in the argument, and offer two alternative interpretations. We argue that: (1) if ‘time
symmetry’ is understood as the time-reversal invariance of physical theories, then the
crucial premise of the Directionality Argument should be rejected; and (2) if ‘time
symmetry’ is understood as the temporally bidirectional nomic dependence relations
of physical laws, then the crucial premise of the Directionality Argument is far more
plausible. We defend the second reading as continuous with Russell’s writings, and
consider the consequences of the bidirectionality of nomic dependence relations in
physics for the metaphysics of causation.
1 Introduction
In his paper “On the Notion of Cause,” Bertrand Russell famously argues that—contrary
to the beliefs of philosophers—causation is not among the building blocks of the world as
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described by fundamental physics. Russell held that notion of cause is a “relic of a bygone
age” of physics, which no longer plays a role in fundamental physics (Russell, 1913, p.
1). Many philosophers of physics today support this claim that causal relations do not
belong to the ontology suggested by fundamental physics.1 One important argument for
this claim is the Directionality Argument, the success of which depends on characterising
the dynamical laws of fundamental physics as being time-symmetric. In this paper, we
argue that: (1) time symmetry is an ambiguous concept as used in the debate; and (2) only
one of two possible disambiguations of ‘time symmetry’ provides a plausible version of
the Directionality Argument.
Russell (1913) presents a number of arguments for the conclusion that there is no
place for causation in fundamental physics. We focus on one particular argument: the
Directionality Argument. In order to properly understand this argument, it is important to
acknowledge that Russell ascribes various characteristic features to causal relations:
a. Sufficiency. Causes are sufficient for their effects; it always is the case that if the
cause occurs, then the effect occurs (Russell, 1913, pp. 7–12). Causes “compel”
(Russell, 1913, p. 2, pp. 9–10), enforce, or produce their effects, i.e. some kind of
modal connection obtains among cause and effect.
b. Locality. Cause c and effect e are local and distinct events in a spacetime region r
where r is “something short of the whole state of the universe” (Russell, 1913, p. 7).
c. Causal Asymmetry. The causal relation is asymmetric: if A causes B, then B does
not cause A (Russell, 1913, p. 10).
d. Causal Time Asymmetry. Causes precede their effects in time, but not vice versa
(Russell, 1913, pp. 13–16).
In the current literature on the metaphysics of causation, these features of causal
relations are thought of as explicating the folk notion of causation (Norton, 2007, pp. 36–38;
Ladyman and Ross, 2007, p. 268; Ross and Spurrett, 2007, p. 13). As these philosophers
point out, causation is often characterised by these features not only in ordinary discourse
but also in special science discourse. In this respect it is misleading to call the notion of
1In the literature, some philosophers also endorse the stronger claim that if an entity is physically
fundamental, then it is metaphysically fundamental. We do not require the truth of this stronger claim for
the rest of the paper, as we are exclusively interested in whether causation is part of the metaphysics of
fundamental physics. However, our positive proposal in Section 3 is consistent with the truth of the stronger
claim.
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causation a ‘folk’ notion. However, we here adopt the terms ‘folk notion’ and ‘folk features’
of causation, since they are established and useful terms in the debate. Presupposing that
these features (a)–(d) characterise causal relations, Russell argues that the relations of
physics (especially nomic relations) lack precisely these features, and, thus, relations in
physics are not causal. Note that we ignore the features of sufficiency and locality in this
paper and focus on the features of causal asymmetry and causal time asymmetry.
Concerning the features of time asymmetry and asymmetry of causation, Russell points
out a fact about fundamental dynamical equations in physics that he illustrates using the
example of the law of gravitation:
In the motions of mutually gravitating bodies, there is nothing that can be
called a cause, and nothing that can be called an effect; there is merely a
formula. Certain differential equations can be found, which hold at every
instant for every particle of the system, and which, given the configuration
and velocities at one instant, or the configurations at two instants, render the
configuration at any other earlier or later instant theoretically calculable. That is
to say, the configuration at any instant is a function of that instant and the
configurations at two given instants. This statement holds throughout physics,
and not only in the special case of gravitation. But there is nothing that could be
properly called “cause” and nothing that could be properly called “effect” in such a
system. (Russell, 1913, p. 14; emphasis added.)
The law [of gravitation] makes no difference between past and future: the
future ‘determines’ the past in exactly the same sense in which the past ‘determines’
the future. The word ‘determine’, here, has a purely logical significance: a
certain number of variables ‘determine’ another variable if that variable is a
function of them. (Russell, 1913, p. 15; emphasis added.)
Note that the first of these two passages primarily concerns the asymmetry of causation,
whereas the latter concerns the time asymmetry of causation. Russell is concerned with
the incompatibility of both such features of causation with fundamental physical theory.
It is important to note the distinctness of these two concepts. Although the failure of
causal asymmetry entails the failure of causal time asymmetry (since the latter requires
the discernibility of cause and effect), causal asymmetry may hold in the absence of causal
time asymmetry (i.e. although causes are typically taken to precede their effects, causes
could, in principle, have effects in their past).
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In the current debate, these passages by Russell are interpreted in the form of an
argument called the ‘Directionality Argument’ (Field, 2003; Ney, 2009; Frisch, 2012).
Modern advocates of the Directionality Argument draw attention to the fact that Russell
observes that a paradigm case of fundamental dynamical laws of physics (the law of
gravitation) is time-symmetric (Russell, 1913, pp. 15, 18, 22). Contemporary versions of
the Directionality Argument cannot, of course, rely on the laws of classical mechanics as
fundamental dynamical laws of physics. Today, Russellians consider other paradigmatic
laws—such as the field equations of general relativity theory and the Schro¨dinger equation
of quantum mechanics—to instantiate the feature of time symmetry. That is, the dynamical
equations express time-symmetric functional relations between magnitudes. However, in
ordinary and special science discourse, causation is typically taken to be time-asymmetric.
Russellians contend that the time symmetry of the fundamental dynamical laws of physics
contradicts the claim that there is fundamental physical time-asymmetric causation. (This
claim depends on a background assumption that we make explicit below.) Russellians
conclude that there are no causal relations in fundamental physics.
For the purposes of this paper, we take the Directionality Argument to run as follows:
The Directionality Argument
1. If the dynamical laws of fundamental physics are causal laws, then they are time-
asymmetric (among other folk features of causation).
2. The fundamental physical theories/laws are time-symmetric.
3. Therefore, the fundamental physical theories/laws are not causal. [1&2, modus
tollens]
The Directionality Argument crucially depends upon the relevance of the ‘time sym-
metry’ of physical theories to the asymmetry and time asymmetry of causation. As such,
the issue with which the rest of our paper is concerned is what it means for physical
theories to be ‘time-symmetric’ in a way that is relevantly analogous to, and comparable
with, causal asymmetry and causal time asymmetry as defined above. Our goal is to
assess the coherence and success of the Directionality Argument.2 We do so by clarifying
the content of premises 1 and 2 and the structure of the argument. Our central focus
2However, there are challenges to the Directionality Argument that we cannot address in this paper. For
example, the combination of the CPT theorem and the experimental CP-violation in neutral K-mesons (cf.
Sachs, 1987, chs. 8–9) suggests that fundamental physics is not time-symmetric, contra Russell.
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concerns the proper interpretation of ‘time symmetry’ required for a plausible version
of the Directionality Argument. The use of ‘time-symmetric’ in the current literature on
the Directionality Argument is ambiguous, and as such the content and structure of the
argument is unclear. We focus on two distinct senses in which physical theories can be
‘time (a)symmetric’ that are putatively relevant to the Directionality Argument: the time-
reversal invariance of physical theories; and the bidirectional nomic dependence relations
of physical theories. We argue that the Directionality Argument is defendable only on the
latter of these disambiguations of ‘time symmetry’.
It is important to emphasise that the success of the Directionality Argument in general,
and of the revised version we promote, are conditional on a further—often implicit—
‘Russellian’ background assumption. The Russellian wishes to establish that causal facts
do not belong to the ontology of fundamental physics. However, this claim is not the
conclusion of the Directionality Argument—which is the claim that the fundamental
physical laws are not causal. The claim that causal facts are not physically fundamental
follows from the conclusion of the Directionality Argument (by modus ponens) only if
one accepts a further methodological principle:
Fundamental Commitment Principle. One is allowed to accept causal facts as funda-
mental iff causal facts are explicitly stated by the laws of fundamental physics, i.e.
causal relations (characterised by ‘folk’ features) are explicitly referred to by the
physical laws.3
Russellians often embrace this methodological view concerning under which conditions
one is allowed to accept causal facts as part of the ontology of fundamental physics (e.g.
Ladyman and Ross, 2007; Loewer, 2012). We stress that the Fundamental Commitment
3This assumption is restricted to a specific part of physical theories: the dynamical laws. However,
addressing the Fundamental Commitment Principle, Mathias Frisch argues that “[w]hile the dynamical
equations of many of our mature theories of physics are time-reversal invariant, this does not imply that the
physical theories as a whole are time symmetric” (Frisch, 2012, p. 314; emphases in original). Frisch argues
that causal notions can and do play important explanatory and inferential roles in physical theories. We
would like to sketch two brief responses to Frisch’s view: Firstly, suppose one accepts that a physical theory
can be read as causal only if its dynamical equations have specific causal features. If so, the Directionality
Argument is still unsound if one reads ‘time-symmetry’ as time-reversal invariance (as we argue in Section
2). Secondly, suppose that Frisch is right and the Fundamental Commitment Principle is rejected. This case
poses a challenge to someone who wants to endorse the Directionality Argument in the form presented in
Section 3. The soundness of the argument crucially depends on the Fundamental Commitment Principle.
We acknowledge that a Russellian using the Directionality Argument has to meet Frisch’s challenge of
providing a convincing argument for the Fundamental Commitment Principle; see Frisch (2009a,b, 2012)
and Norton (2009) for a discussion.
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Principle imposes only an epistemological constraint concerning whether one is entitled to
believe in the existence of fundamental causation,4 and not a metaphysical constraint on
what sorts of world are possible.5
It is not the goal of this paper to defend the Fundamental Commitment Principle. We
treat it as a background commitment of Russellians, which can, of course, be called into
question and anyone opposed to it will, ultimately, not be convinced by the argument
presented in this paper. However, as a referee has noted, Price and Weslake (2010, sec. 1.3)
provide an argument supporting the Fundamental Commitment Principle.6 They argue
that if causal facts are not explicitly described by fundamental physics and one claims
that causal facts are fundamental and ‘extra-scientific’ (as the ‘hyperrealist’7 does), then
“the main difficulty [. . . ] is that in putting causation beyond physics, it threatens to make
it both epistemologically inaccessible and practically irrelevant.” That is, the motivation for
holding a methodological rule such as the Fundamental Commitment Principle is that
it precludes commitment to fundamental facts that are epistemically inaccessible via our
most fundamental science, physics. We acknowledge that this is one possible way to
argue for the assumption, but we do not commit to it being the only argument in support
of the Fundamental Commitment Principle.
The aim of this paper is to assess whether, given the Fundamental Commitment
Principle, there is a convincing version of the Directionality Argument. The paper is
structured as follows. Sections 2 and 3 assess the status of the Directionality Argument in
light of two different readings of ‘time symmetry’. In Section 2, we consider reading ‘time
symmetry’ as the time-reversal invariance of a theory. We argue that this reading does not
rule out a causal interpretation of the theory. However, the Russellian need not rely on
time-reversal invariance at all in order to defend the Directionality Argument. In Section
3, we present the alternative reading of ‘time symmetry’: bidirectional nomic dependence.
4Many Russellians today acknowledge the existence of causal facts as (objective) non-fundamental higher-
level facts, as referred to by the causal claims in special science and everyday contexts. One self-declared task
of Russellians is to reconcile the existence of higher-level causal facts with an acausal world of fundamental
physics (see Section 4 for Albert and Loewer’s account).
5A referee queries whether we are committed to the rejection of the metaphysical possibility of a world
with primitive causal facts in which the physics does not motivate a belief in such facts. We allow for
such worlds, but hold merely that the Fundamental Commitment Principle precludes a justified belief in
fundamental causation in such a world.
6Price (1996, p. 154) presents an earlier version of this argument.
7According to hyperrealism (cf. Price, 1996, p. 154; Price and Weslake, 2010, sec. 1.3), causal facts are
fundamental, but not contained within the ontology of fundamental physics. This primitivist metaphysics
of causation contrasts with the ontological commitment of the Russellian, as dictated by the Fundamental
Commitment Principle.
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It is argued that if one takes the nomic dependencies captured by the equations of physical
theories to represent ‘ontic’ dependencies in the world, then the bidirectionality of such
nomic dependencies would entail that such ontic dependencies were also (temporally)
bidirectional, and consequently incompatible with the asymmetry and time asymmetry
of causation. The result of Section 3 is a revised and plausible version of the Directionality
Argument. Section 4 considers consequences of the revised Directionality Argument for
the broader debate on causation: (a) whether fundamental bidirectional ontic dependence
excludes the existence of higher-level causal facts (as referred to by causal claims in
everyday and special science contexts); and (b) whether the concept of bidirectional
ontic dependence itself constitutes a ‘scientifically updated’ notion of causation, albeit
a symmetric and time-symmetric one.
2 Time Symmetry as Time-Reversal Invariance?
The ‘time symmetry’ of physical theories is central to the Directionality Argument. How-
ever, it is not clear to what ‘time symmetry’ amounts. In the recent literature, Field (2003,
p. 436), Ney (2009, p. 747) and Frisch (2012, p. 320) each refer to the notion of the relevant
laws having the “same character” in both temporal directions as key to the Directionality
Argument. However, this terminology is ambiguous; how is one to assess what consti-
tutes sameness of ‘character’? There are (at least) two importantly distinct features of
physical laws/theories to which this can refer.
Firstly, the obvious formal feature of physical theories to which this relates is time-
reversal invariance (see, for instance, Albert [2000] and Loewer [2007; 2008] who explicitly
and exclusively refer to this feature). Secondly, a physical theory can be ‘time symmetric’
insofar as, given some particular state of a system, the laws of the theory entail the history
of the system (either deterministically or indeterministically) in both temporal directions.
We call this feature ‘bidirectional nomic dependence’. It is this latter feature of laws,
rather than time-reversal invariance, with which Russell is apparently concerned in his
discussion of the law of gravitation’s equal “determination” of the past and future. Indeed,
Field, Ney and Frisch each make reference to this feature of theories in addition to that of
time-reversal invariance. However, given that in each case the discussions of time-reversal
invariance and bidirectional nomic dependence are interspersed, we contend that these
notions stand in need of further separation in the context of the Directionality Argument.
In particular we wish to emphasise that the failure of a theory to be time-reversal invariant
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does not preclude it from being nomically bidirectional, and it is the nomic bidirectionality
of physical theories, we argue, that is of greater relevance to the Directionality Argument.8
Our aim in sections 2 and 3 is to examine the plausibility of the Directionality Argument
in light of each of these two competing interpretations of ‘time symmetry’, beginning in
the present section with a discussion of time-reversal invariance.
2.1 The Philosophical Interpretation of Time-Reversal Invariance and
the Causal Interpretation of Theories
On the first reading of the ‘time symmetry’ of fundamental physical theories, such theories
are invariant under the action of time reversal.
T-SYM-1. The fundamental physical theories are ‘time-symmetric’ iff they are time-
reversal invariant.
We now argue that this reading of ‘time symmetry’ results in an implausible version of the
Directionality Argument, because the time-reversal invariance of fundamental physical
theories does not clearly preclude these theories from being interpreted causally.
As we have seen, the Directionality Argument rests on the claim that the time symmetry
of the relevant physical theories is incompatible with the time asymmetry of fundamental
causation. If we read ‘time symmetry’ as time-reversal invariance, then the argument
requires an incompatibility between time-reversal invariance and causation. Call this the
‘incompatibility’ premise (INC-1):
INC-1. The time-reversal invariance of the fundamental physical theories is incompatible
with interpreting the fundamental physical theories as causal.
We shall now demonstrate that INC-1 fails.
8For instance, Field, although explicitly discussing the bidirectional entailment of past and future states
of a system by “time symmetric” laws, also defers to complications concerning ‘time symmetry’ by citing
Sklar’s (1977) critical discussion of time-reversal invariance (Field, 2003, fn. 1). Furthermore, Ney holds that
“if the fundamental dynamical laws have the same character in both temporal directions, then there is no
temporal asymmetry to be found in fundamental physics” (Ney, 2009, p. 748). However, if by ‘sameness of
character’ she is referring only to nomic bidirectionality, then this is false, since a law can entail a state’s past
and future histories despite being time-reversal non-invariant (we elaborate on this point below), and hence
her use of ‘same character’ appears to appeal ambiguously to both nomic bidirectionality and time-reversal
invariance. See Section 3.2 for further details of the relationship between time-reversal invariance and
bidirectional nomic dependence.
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A theory is ‘time-reversal invariant’ if and only if the application of a time-reversal
operation to its set of solutions preserves that set of solutions. In other words, if time
reversal takes each model of a theory T to a model of T, then T is time-reversal invariant.
The philosophical controversy concerns to what time reversal amounts.9 On the standard
‘textbook’ account (cf. Sachs [1987]) time reversal acts on a history of states, Si, . . . , S f
(where Si and S f are the initial and final states of the history), by inverting them with
respect to time to S f , . . . , Si. However, this is complicated even in such a simple case
as Newtonian particle mechanics, where a state of a system is the complete specification
of the position and velocity of each particle at a time. This is because in this case a
time-reversal operation that merely inverts the sequence of states fails to secure the time-
reversal invariance of the theory, as unless the velocity of each particle is also inverted, the
time-reversed sequence violates the theory. Thus, even in this simple case, a time-reversal
operation on instantaneous states10 (e.g. by reversing velocities) must be introduced.
Horwich (1987) and Albert (2000) each argue that a time-reversal operation intuitively
ought not to operate on instantaneous states, with Albert rhetorically asking “[w]hat can it
possibly mean for a single instantaneous physical situation to be happening “backward”?”
(Albert, 2000, p. 18). This perceived lack of justification for time-reversing instantaneous
states leads Albert to conclude that none “of the candidates for a fundamental theory that
anyone has taken seriously since Newton” are time-reversal invariant (Albert, 2000, p.
14).11 For the purpose of our discussion, take ‘time-reversal invariance’ to be defined as
follows:
Time-Reversal Invariance. A theory is time-reversal invariant iff for any history Si, . . . ,
S f allowed by the theory, the history S f *, . . . , Si* is also allowed by the theory, where
S* is the time reverse of S, as determined by the time-reversal operator.
As such, time-reversal invariance is a symmetry of a theory, which can be understood in
terms of how the models of the theory are related in terms of some particular time-reversal
transformation.
The empirical success of a time-reversal invariant theory does not entail any particular
metaphysics of the (time) (a)symmetry of causation. In order to hold that the time-reversal
invariance of a theory T undermines a causal interpretation of T (as INC-1 states), one must
9See Albert (2000, ch. 1), Earman (2002), Malament (2004) and Arntzenius and Greaves (2009) for impor-
tant recent discussions of time reversal and the time-reversal operator.
10An instantaneous state is a configuration of values of the physical variables of a system at a time.
11Albert (2000) does however take such theories to display a ‘curious vestige’ of time-reversal invariance.
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hold something like the following to be true: if the time-reversal invariant theory T implies
that state S1 produces (or determines) state S2 by means of the dynamics of the theory,
then—in virtue of its time-reversal invariance—T also implies that it is true for the same
states that S2 produces (or determines) S1. However, this claim relies on a specific and
problematic metaphysical interpretation of time-reversal invariance.
As we state above, time reversal does not, in general, simply take a sequence of states
and reverse its time order. Rather, time reversal involves a time-reversal operation on
instantaneous states, such that the time-reverse of some sequence of states Si, . . . , S f is a
sequence of distinct states S f *, . . . , Si*, related to the first by the time-reversal operation,
in reverse temporal order. To overcome this problem, one could nonetheless adopt a
‘passive’ interpretation of the time-reversal operation, i.e. hold that two states related by a
time-reversal operation are different descriptions of the same state of affairs. However, this
is itself a substantial and controversial claim that is not forced by the formal time-reversal
invariance of a theory. To point to the literature on this controversy, Earman (1974, sec.
4) is strongly critical of such passive readings of time-reversal invariance in the work of
Reichenbach (1956), Gold (1962) and Black (1962), each of whom hold that the time-reversal
invariance of fundamental physics allows one to understand pairs of models related by
a time-reversal transformation as alternative, equivalent descriptions of a single state of
affairs.12 In particular, Earman argues that it is unjustified to understand time reversal
as a passive symmetry without equally understanding other discrete symmetries such as
charge conjugation and parity reversal, which are generally treated as active symmetries,
as also being passive symmetries.13
We do not wish to enter into the details of this controversy, but only to note that it is
sufficient to cast doubt on the legitimacy of taking the passive reading to be the ‘correct’
metaphysical reading of a theory’s time-reversal invariance, as is required by INC-1. Quite
simply, there is no overwhelming reason to hold that two states related by time reversal are
the same state differently described, and in the absence of such a reason, the time-reversal
invariance of a theory does not force us to hold a non-causal reading of that theory. Due
to this underdetermination of the philosophical significance of a theory’s time-reversal
invariance, it follows that INC-1 is unsuccessful, and consequently so is the time-reversal
invariance-based Directionality Argument.
12Reichenbach holds that in the case of a time-reversal invariant theory, “positive and negative time
supply equivalent descriptions, and it would be meaningless to ask which of the two descriptions is true”
(Reichenbach, 1956, pp. 31–32).
13See Price (2011, sec. 3.6) for a recent and illustrative discussion of this controversy.
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The Russellian could defend the passive reading of time reversal, but we stress that this
requires him/her to engage in the further debate concerning the numerical distinctness of
time-reversal-related pairs of states/models, and hence provide some further argumenta-
tion in favour of the passive reading of time-reversal symmetry. However, the Russellian
need not rely on time-reversal invariance at all in order to defend the Directionality Ar-
gument: in Section 3, we argue that in any case the Russellian ought to be concerned with
whether the fundamental physical theories are nomically bidirectional, since it is this,
rather than time-reversal invariance, that is necessary for the success of the Directionality
Argument.
2.2 Time-Reversal Invariance and Primitive Causation
Due to the controversy of the philosophical interpretation of time-reversal invariance,
it is at least far from clear that time-reversal invariance precludes a defender of the
Fundamental Commitment Principle from interpreting a theory causally. It is illustrative
to consider how a time-reversal invariant theory might be read causally. A contemporary
proponent of the view that time-reversal invariant theories can be understood causally is
Tim Maudlin (2007), who interprets the time-reversal invariance of a theory as follows:
[I]f [Si, . . . , S f ] is physically allowable as time runs from [Si to S f ] in some direction,
then [S f *, . . . , Si*] is also allowed [. . . ], where time runs from [S f *, . . . , Si*] in
the same direction as it runs from [Si to S f ]. (Maudlin, 2007, p. 119, emphasis
in original.)
Maudlin’s point is that a theory can satisfy the criterion for time-reversal invariance
without this entailing that, according to the theory, whatever can happen ‘forwards’ in
time can happen ‘backwards’ in time. Rather, the time-reversal invariance of a theory
entails a weaker conclusion: if some sequence of states is allowed by the theory, then
a second sequence of states is also allowed by the theory, where the second sequence
consists of the time reverse of each state (determined by the time-reversal operator) in
reverse temporal order to that of the original sequence. As Maudlin notes, this can be
satisfied even if such sequences only ‘occur’ in one temporal direction.
Maudlin argues that the time-reversal invariance of a theory in itself does not entail
any particular metaphysical view with respect to the directionality of time. Maudlin, for
instance, holds that the dynamical laws of fundamental physics (‘fundamental laws of
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temporal evolution’) describe the ‘passage’ of time, which he understands as a metaphysi-
cally primitive time-asymmetric ‘production’ relation holding between states of the entire
universe such that earlier states ‘produce’ later states (cf. Maudlin, 2007, pp. 14–21, ch. 4).
Maudlin argues that the existence of primitive production relations is consistent with the
fundamental physical theories being invariant with respect to time reversal. This point is
quite general and not restricted to Maudlin’s particular view: if one posits metaphysically
fundamental causal relations (such that it is metaphysically primitive that ‘earlier’ states
cause ‘later’ ones), then one can understand a time-reversal invariant theory as describing
metaphysically primitive causal facts.
However, the problem with this type of view in the present context is that, in order
to satisfy the Russellian, such a theory of causation must not violate the Fundamental
Commitment Principle, and hence must be motivated by the physics. In the context of
the Directionality Argument, Russellians are concerned only with whether the physics
motivates a belief in causal relations, and not whether the physics is merely consistent
with a primitive, non-physical causal relation. In contrast, Maudlin’s own metaphysics of
unidirectional ‘production’ has a primarily extra-physical motivation, insofar as he takes
the belief in a fundamental passage of time to be justified by the fact that “the world is
given to us as changing, and time as passing, [. . . ] and that all the philosophizing in the
world will not convince us that [this is a] mere illusion” (Maudlin, 2007, p. 135).14
To avoid a violation of the Fundamental Commitment Principle, the defender of fun-
damental causation, we suggest, could rely on a further property of fundamental physical
theories. That is, an advocate of fundamental causation might argue that, given some
state of a system, the relevant physical theory nomically entails only states in one temporal
direction from it. If the fundamental physical theories had this property of nomic unidi-
rectionality, then the advocate of fundamental causation could legitimately infer that the
laws had the requisite asymmetry and time-asymmetry to warrant a causal interpretation
without violating the Fundamental Commitment Principle. Conversely, if the laws were
nomically bidirectional, then they would not warrant a causal interpretation. In Section 3,
14Maudlin does however argue (Maudlin, 2007, pp. 131–135) that positing unidirectional production has
explanatory value in the case of the statistical mechanical explanation of the entropy gradient. In order
to explain the entropy gradient, Maudlin relies on the notion of typicality in the case of microstates. He
claims that primitive production relations explain away part of the atypicality of microstates that lead to
lower entropy towards the past. As such, it could be argued that Maudlinian ‘production’ is motivated by
the physics, because production features in the best explanation of atypical microstates, and hence positing
primitive production satisfies the Fundamental Commitment Principle. See Loewer (2012) and Farr (2013,
ch. 7, sec. 7.6) for analyses and criticisms of Maudlin’s argument.
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we argue that a bidirectional nomic dependence-based Directionality Argument is more
fruitful than a time-reversal invariance-based Directionality Argument.
We are now in a position to evaluate the time-reversal invariance-based Direction-
ality Argument. Firstly, the time-reversal invariance-based Directionality Argument is
unsuccessful because INC-1 fails. In order to support the time-reversal invariance-based
Directionality Argument, the Russellian must provide independent justification for the
passive interpretation of time-reversal. Secondly, in order to hold that that a time-reversal
invariant theory is causal, without violating the Fundamental Commitment Principle, one
requires a further property of physical theories, namely that they be nomically unidirec-
tional. In Section 3, we consider the status of the Directionality Argument in light of this
alternative feature of physical theories by reading ‘time symmetry’ as ‘bidirectional nomic
dependence’.
3 Time Symmetry as Bidirectional Nomic Dependence—
Russell’s Legacy
We shall now introduce a more promising, alternative way of understanding the time
symmetry of physical laws/theories: bidirectional nomic dependence. As the current
literature has not explicitly treated bidirectional nomic dependence in isolation from time-
reversal invariance, we believe that understanding time symmetry as bidirectional nomic
dependence provides a novel perspective on the Directionality Argument. A physical
theory has the property of bidirectional nomic dependence iff its dynamical laws are such
that, given some state S of a system, the laws determine the history of the system (or
multiple possible histories of the system in case of indeterministic laws) in both temporal
directions from S. The contention of this section is that this feature of physical theories,
unlike time-reversal invariance, is of direct relevance to the Directionality Argument, and
allows for a plausible version of the Directionality Argument. (We provide a substantive
definition of bidirectional nomic dependence in Section 3.1.) The crucial dialectical point
of Section 3 is that we read ‘time symmetry’, as it figures in the Directionality Argument,
as follows:
T-SYM-2. The equations of the fundamental physical theories are time-symmetric iff they
express only bidirectional nomic dependence relations between the states of a physical
system at different times.
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An immediate advantage of this interpretation of time symmetry is that it is this, rather
than time-reversal invariance, with which Russell is more obviously concerned. Consider
the quotations of Russell in Section 1. Russell explicitly speaks of the ‘calculability’ of
the past and future in terms of the differential equations of physical theories and the
present state, and of the consequent ‘logical determination’ of the past and future by these
equations.
Our aim in this section is to assess the following incompatibility claim (INC-2):
INC-2. The bidirectionality of the nomic dependence relations expressed by the equations
of fundamental physical theories is incompatible with the causal interpretation of
the laws of these theories.
We demonstrate below that INC-2, unlike INC-1, is plausible and that, given this, inter-
preting ‘time symmetry’ as bidirectional nomic dependence results in a promising revised
version of the Directionality Argument.
3.1 What is Bidirectional Nomic Dependence?
Bidirectional nomic dependence is expressed most clearly by deterministic theories. If
a theory is deterministic, then, for a system governed by the theory, its state at any one
time is sufficient for the theory to determine its entire history, and thus to give the state
at any other (‘past’ or ‘future’) time. A natural way to understand nomic dependence is
nomic entailment (in the deterministic15 case). That is, a state A nomically depends on
a state B iff B and the laws entail the occurrence of A. For example, the wavefunction
Ψ1 of a system at t1 is nomically dependent upon the wavefunction Ψ0 of the system at
an earlier time t0 iff Ψ0 and the (time-dependent) Schro¨dinger equation entail Ψ1. If the
dependence is bidirectional, then the laws plus A also entail B—which is to say that, if
the dependence expressed by the Schro¨dinger equation is bidirectional, then Ψ1 and the
Schro¨dinger equation also entail Ψ0.16 In order to avoid misunderstandings, we stress that
15In the case of indeterministic laws, nomic entailment consists in the entailment of a probability that a state
A occurs by the laws plus a state B. For a discussion of bidirectional nomic dependence in indeterministic
theories see Farr (2012, sec. 4.2–4.4).
16Nomic dependence need not be spelled out as nomic entailment. As a referee has pointed out, depen-
dence can be alternatively understood as counterfactual dependence. Given this reading, two states A and
B are bidirectionally dependent iff (i) A counterfactually depends on B, and (ii) B counterfactually depends
on A. Although we are sympathetic to this approach, we would like to address the question as to whether
there is a convincing account of bidirectional counterfactual dependence in a separate paper. One important
reason to adopt this strategy is that bidirectional counterfactual dependence implies the controversial claim
14
in what follows we understand unidirectional as well as bidirectional nomic dependence
in terms of nomic entailment.
Russell refers to bidirectional dependence by using the concept of symmetric ‘determi-
nation’ relations between states of a physical system at different times.17 Russell illustrates
‘determination’ by identifying the feature of bidirectional dependence in the case of the
law of gravitation, and takes this to show that, according to the law, “the future ‘deter-
mines’ the past in exactly the same sense in which the past ‘determines’ the future”, where
“a certain number of variables ‘determine’ another variable if that variable is a function
of them” (Russell, 1913, p. 15).
3.2 DisentanglingBidirectionalNomicDependence andTime-Reversal
Invariance
Since we contend that disentangling the concepts of time-reversal invariance and bidi-
rectional nomic dependence serves to clarify the Directionality Argument, it is important
to establish how these two features of physical theories can be properly distinguished.
The key point we wish to stress is that, although it may be the case that a nomically
unidirectional theory must also be time-reversal non-invariant, the converse is not true:
the time-reversal non-invariance of a theory does not entail that the theory is nomically
unidirectional. As such, the question of whether a theory is nomically unidirectional or
bidirectional is of more basic relevance to the Russellian than is the question of whether
the theory is time-reversal invariant.
The following illustrates that time-reversal non-invariance does not entail unidirec-
tional nomic dependence. Take a theory T to be composed of a single law L, and take L to
hold that some physical magnitude M increases by one unit per second. T is, intuitively,
time-reversal non-invariant—the natural18 time reverse of a sequence of states according to
which the relevant magnitude increases in accord with L is a sequence of states according
to which the relevant magnitude decreases, in violation of L. However, this does not entail
that T lacks the feature of bidirectional nomic dependence. If a system has an M-value of 2
that earlier states depend on later states (involving so-called backtracking counterfactuals). Due to space
constraints we cannot do justice to a counterfactual reading of dependence relations.
17Our argument does not depend on Russell’s definition of determinism; see Earman (1986, pp. 10–12)
for a critical discussion.
18One can nonetheless manufacture a time-reversal operation for the theory such that the value of M is,
for example, is taken to −n, such as to ensure that the time reverse of every model of T is a model of T. We
take it to be clear as to why this is to be considered not a natural time-reversal operation for T.
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at time t0, then the theory entails (e.g.) that the value of M at t1 is 3, and it entails (e.g.) that
the value of M at t−1 is 1. Thus even though T is intuitively time-reversal non-invariant,
it satisfies bidirectional nomic dependence.
3.3 A Realist Interpretation of Nomic Dependence
We have introduced bidirectional dependence as a nomic concept. However, we wish to
avoid understanding this merely as a property of theories (either as sets of models or of
sentences), or as an epistemic notion concerning a theory’s ability to calculate earlier and
later states in equal measure. Rather, in order to relate nomic dependence to causation,
we propose a realist reading of the nomic dependencies expressed by physical theories.
According to this realist reading, nomic dependencies correspond to ontic dependencies
holding between token states of the actual world, and as such, bidirectional nomic de-
pendence is directly comparable to the features of causation with which the Directionality
Argument is concerned.
As introduced above, a state A of a system nomically depends upon a different state B
of the same system iff A is entailed by B and some dynamical law. If one wishes to make a
claim about the metaphysics of laws and causation, then one needs a metaphysically more
robust—a realist—interpretation of nomic entailment. If we are to look to physical theories
to understand whether causal relations are part of the ontology of fundamental physics
(and whether the laws of the theory in question can be interpreted causally), it is necessary
that we take features of the physical theories to correspond to features of the world. It
is our contention that in order to construct a physical theory of causation, one must
take the nomic dependencies of physical theories to represent ontic dependence relations
between token world states. If theories express bidirectional dependence relations between
physical states, then this corresponds to the mind-independent existence of dependencies
of (actual) world states upon earlier and later world states. For the sake of convenience,
we use the label ‘ontic dependence’ for dependence between states.19
If we take the nomic dependencies of the fundamental physical theories as representing
ontic dependencies in the world, then INC-2 entails the following two claims: (1) on
the assumption that the nomic dependence relations of fundamental physical theories
19Two disclaimers: (1) the realist interpretation is neutral with respect to the question of whether the de-
pendence relation itself is fundamental—a question to which Humeans and anti-Humeans provide different
answers; (2) ontic dependence as used here is not to be confused with the notion of metaphysical depen-
dence, which is the subject of the metaphysics literature on supervenience, constitution, and grounding.
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are bidirectional, the corresponding ontic dependence relations represented by them are
also bidirectional and, hence, not causal; (2) if the nomic dependence is unidirectional,
then the ontic dependence relations must be unidirectional and, hence, support a causal
interpretation. That is, if causation were a physically fundamental relation expressed by
the laws of fundamental physical theories, then the laws would represent dependence
relations of world states at some time t upon earlier20 world states only.21
Recall the two characteristic folk features of causation that Russell takes to be incompat-
ible with the symmetric and time-symmetric nature of the kind of dependence expressed
by the laws of fundamental physical theories: (a) the cause–effect relation is asymmetric;
(b) the cause–effect relation is time-asymmetric. If we believe that the dynamical laws are
the right place to look for causes (Fundamental Commitment Principle) and if the laws
commit us to bidirectional (ontic) dependence relations between token world states, then
the laws fail to satisfy each of causal asymmetry and causal time asymmetry.
Firstly, we can see that causal time asymmetry is inconsistent with bidirectional de-
pendence. Given that nomically bidirectional equations describe the evolution in both
temporal directions from a state, the corresponding ontic dependence relations are such
that a world state is dependent upon other world states in both temporal directions. Thus,
it is not the case that all such dependence relations are such that states depend only on
earlier22 states. It follows that bidirectional dependence relations do not have the feature
of causal time asymmetry.
Secondly, and more significantly, bidirectional dependence violates causal asymmetry. If
a system is governed by a theory with the feature of bidirectional nomic dependence, then
it follows that each state of the system is nomically dependent upon each other state of the
system. On the corresponding ontic interpretation, each world state is dependent upon
each other world state, entailing that the ontic dependence is symmetric—for any pair of
states, S1 and S2, S1 ontically depends on S2 iff S2 ontically depends on S1. It follows that
such dependence relations do not have the feature of causal asymmetry.23
Summing up the reasoning of this section, we are now in a position to present a revised
version of the Directionality Argument in terms of bidirectional dependence:
20It is tenable for a theory to be nomically unidirectional insofar as it holds that states depend only on later
rather than earlier states. We ignore this detail since we take the opponent to the Directionality Argument,
in general, to hold that causes are earlier than, rather than later than, their effects.
21See footnote 3 for a disclaimer.
22Or later—recall footnote 20.
23Moreover, recall that these symmetric and time-symmetric features of bidirectional dependence are
compatible with the relevant theory being time-reversal non-invariant.
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The Revised Directionality Argument
1. If the dynamical theories/laws of fundamental physics are causal, then they express
unidirectional nomic dependence relations.
2. The fundamental physical theories/laws express only bidirectional nomic dependence
relations. [Assumption]24
3. Therefore, the fundamental physical theories/laws are not causal. [1&2, modus
tollens]
3.4 Defending the Revised Directionality Argument
We have argued that the bidirectional nomic dependencies of a physical theory can plau-
sibly be taken to be incompatible with causally asymmetric and time-asymmetric depen-
dence relations. Unlike time-reversal invariance, bidirectional nomic dependence does
motivate a particular non-causal interpretation of a physical theory (in particular, of the
dynamical laws). We have argued that the realist reading of the bidirectional nomic
dependence of physical theories involves a commitment to the existence of bidirectional
ontic dependence relations between world states. Bidirectional ontic dependence relations
lack the features of both causal asymmetry and causal time-asymmetry. We conclude this
section by defending the Revised Directionality Argument against two objections.25
Firstly, in response to the Revised Directionality Argument, one might object that it
is always possible to imagine the following scenario: there is a possible world which
is described by laws expressing nomic bidirectional dependence and it is the case that
primitive time-asymmetric causal facts obtain in this world. This requires one to think
about causation in a different way than we have done up to this point in the present
section. The causal facts are metaphysically primitive in the sense that they cannot be
reduced to (or supervene on) a dependence relation of the sort we have been discussing
(in sections 3.1–3.2). An example of what primitive causal facts are might be Maudlin’s
24In order to assess the nomic dependence version of the Directionality Argument, we suppose, for sake of
argument, that the equations of the fundamental physical theories express bidirectional nomic dependence
relations. The fact that the dynamical equations of physical theories are routinely used to predict and
retrodict suggests that such theories are as a matter of fact bidirectional, and it is this to which Russell makes
reference in the case of gravitation. However, whether this is indeed the case is outside of the scope of this
paper. We take this to be an open issue, with collapse formulations of quantum mechanics perhaps the most
prominent candidates for a nomically unidirectional fundamental physical theory.
25Both objections were raised by an anonymous referee.
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production relations (see Section 2) and other accounts of primitive causal production (cf.
Price and Weslake [2010] for a brief overview).
To avoid misunderstandings, we do not claim that understanding causal facts as
primitive is unconditionally untenable. However, if the fundamental physics is nomically
bidirectional, then introducing such primitive causal facts violates the Fundamental Com-
mitment Principle; it is a form of hyperrealism (see sections 1 and 2.2). Moreover, judging
whether the fundamental laws can be interpreted causally by understanding causation in
terms of (unidirectional) nomic dependence has an epistemic advantage over hyperrealism.
One can, in principle, read off the theory whether or not the laws are causal. If the laws
express unidirectional dependence (i.e. later states depend on earlier states and not vice
versa), then causal relations are part of the ontology of fundamental physics. If the laws
express only bidirectional dependence, then causal relations are not part of the ontology
of fundamental physics. In contrast, we claim (in accordance with Price and Weslake’s
[2010] argument [see Section 1]) that hyperrealists face an epistemological problem since
their primitive causal facts lie beyond the grasp of physics.26
Secondly, one might object that a bidirectional law might still express causal depen-
dencies. For instance, one might claim that a cause could be nomologically sufficient for
its effect and also the effect nomologically sufficient for the cause. In other words, the fact
that a dependence relation is bidirectional does entail that the dependence is non-causal.
If we understand this second objection correctly, then it differs from the first objection
(that relies on positing primitive causal facts), because in the case of the second objection
causation is understood in terms of dependence. In response, we contend that if the laws
allow us to determine sufficient conditions for later as well as earlier events (this is one
type of bidirectional nomic dependence), then we lack reason to speak of causal laws at
all. We support this claim with two points. (a) In the debate on causation, it is gener-
ally recognised as a problem if a particular theory of causation cannot capture the (time)
asymmetric character of the (dependence) relation between cause and effect. One of the
26Aside from violating the Fundamental Commitment Principle, the hyperrealist view does not seem to
be viable for all cases of nomically bidirectional theories. For example, the laws of physics could be such
that some particular state X of a system is only nomically entailed by the laws conditional upon an earlier
state and a later state. The two-state vector formalism (TSVF) of quantum mechanics’ account of the weak
value of a system has precisely this form. The hyperrealist must either reject the reality of weak values or
adopt an alternative understanding of them to that of TSVF. Neither option is untenable, but each places
an a priori constraint on physical explanation that is both physically unmotivated and inconsistent with a
currently active research programme. We take the job of the philosopher of physics to be to allow current
physics to dictate which philosophical positions are tenable, and not vice versa. See Aharonov et al. (2010)
for a summary of recent work on weak values.
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major goals and one of the hard problems in this debate is to establish that the dependence
relation in question is (time) asymmetric. For instance, to refer to only a few voices in a
large literature, Lewis (1979) attempts to establish unidirectional dependence in the case
of counterfactual theories, Mackie (1974, ch. 7) in the case of the regularity theory, and
Dowe (2000, ch. 8) for the conserved quantity theory. (b) In the causal modelling literature,
it is an explicit assumption that structural equations express unidirectional dependence
relations between variables, and it is, ultimately, this feature of unidirectional dependence
that warrants a causal interpretation of these equations (Pearl, 2000, p. 27). Interventionist
theories of causation openly rely on this feature of structural equations (Woodward, 2007,
pp. 318–327).27
4 Conclusion and Outlook
We have argued that the soundness of the Directionality Argument crucially depends on
the disambiguation of the term ‘time-symmetric’ figuring in both premises of the argu-
ment. We have considered two alternative readings of ‘time-symmetric’. In Section 2, we
have argued that time-reversal invariance is in general not the adaquate interpretation of
‘time symmetry’. If we interpret ‘time symmetry’ as time-reversal invariance, then the
defender of the Directionality Argument must provide independent grounds for the ob-
jective preference of the passive interpretation of time-reversal invariance. In the absence
of such grounds, we take this version of the Directionality Argument to fail. Furthermore,
we have argued that the time-reversal invariance of the fundamental physical theories is
not even necessary for a successful version of the Directionality Argument. In Section 3,
we have argued that the reading of ‘time symmetry’ necessary for the success of the Direc-
tionality Argument is bidirectional nomic dependence. We have furthermore suggested
a realist interpretation of bidirectional nomic dependence. If the fundamental dynamical
laws have the feature of bidirectional dependence, then they lack the features of causal
time asymmetry and causal asymmetry. Bidirectional nomic dependence is incompatible
with a causal interpretation of the laws (that is, more precisely, with a causal interpre-
tation that does not violate the Fundamental Commitment Principle). Furthermore, we
have argued that the bidirectional dependence interpretation of ‘time symmetry’ is a more
accurate reconstruction of Russell’s original argument than is the time-reversal invariance
27However, if one insists that causation can be understood in terms of dependence and that it is also
possible that this dependence is bidirectional, then one faces a similar problem to Ney (2009), which we
address in Section 4.
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interpretation.
We conclude the paper with a brief discussion of the impact of the Revised Direction-
ality Argument on the current debate on causation. We discuss two examples.
Firstly, one might wonder whether the Revised Directionality Argument eliminates
causation entirely. This concern is not unmotivated, since Russell’s view is often described
as eliminating causation. For instance, someone who works on causal explanation in the
life sciences might worry that the Revised Directionality Argument shows that there is
no time-asymmetric causation and hence threatens their own research. Fortunately, we
think this worry is misplaced. The conclusion of the Directionality Argument is that the
fundamental laws are not causal, and—given the Fundamental Commitment Principle—
it follows that causal relations do not belong to the ontology of fundamental physics.
Call this claim ‘the Russellian claim’. However, the Russellian claim does not rule out
the possibility that causal facts are non-fundamental higher-level facts. Call the claim
that causal facts are higher-level facts ‘the higher-level claim’. The higher-level claim is
supported by: (a) the successful use of causal concepts in the special sciences; and (b) by
our everyday experience as agents when causally interacting with the world around us.
Many neo-Russellians wish to explain how both the Russellian claim and the higher-
level claim can be true in the actual world. David Albert and Barry Loewer advocate
one prominent strategy to meet this challenge (Albert, 2000; Loewer, 2008).28 In virtue of
being Russellians, Albert and Loewer believe that the fundamental dynamical laws are
non-causal (Loewer, 2008, p. 151). However, Albert and Loewer observe, these dynamical
laws are not sufficient (although necessary) to explain striking phenomena that happen
on the macroscopic scale. Their central idea is that, in order to explain the existence of
higher-level causal facts, one needs other assumptions in addition to the time-symmetric
dynamical laws. Albert and Loewer identify two crucial additional assumptions. The
first assumption is the past hypothesis (PH), which states that the initial macrostate of the
universe was low-entropy. The second assumption required for an explanation of time-
asymmetric higher-level causal facts is the statistical postulate PROB, which states that
there is a uniform probability distribution over the physically possible initial microstates
of the universe compatible with PH (i.e. the possible realisers of the initial macrostate
referred to in PH). According to Albert and Loewer, the conjunction of the time-symmetric
dynamical laws, PH, and PROB provides a statistical explanation of time-asymmetric
28Alternative strategies are advocated by, for instance, Hitchcock (2007), Ladyman and Ross (2007, ch. 5),
Ross and Spurrett (2007), Woodward (2007), Ladyman (2008), and Reutlinger (2013, ch. 6).
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macro-facts (such as causal and entropic higher-level facts).
The main point we would like to stress is that it is consistent with the Revised Di-
rectionality Argument and the characterisation of time symmetry as bidirectional nomic
dependence (Section 3) to say that causal facts are higher-level facts. Moreover, a propo-
nent of the Directionality Argument can adopt Albert and Loewer’s strategy in order to
explain why certain higher-level causal facts obtain. Someone who is interested in causal
explanations in the life sciences can refer to these higher-level causal facts.
Secondly, the further impact of the Revised Directionality Argument concerns a meta-
philosophical issue. Consider the following question: what exactly do we learn from the
Revised Directionality Argument? Russellians are inclined to reply that we learn that
causation as characterised by the folk notion (which includes the feature of time asym-
metry) is not fundamental—given the Fundamental Commitment Principle. However,
another reaction is possible, which is presented by Alyssa Ney (2009). Ney holds that the
Directionality Argument shows that we have to revise our folk concept of causation and
replace it with a scientific concept of causation. In the particular case of the Directionality
Argument, Ney holds that we ought to revise the feature of time asymmetry of our folk
concept of causation, because the fundamental dynamical laws are time-symmetric. Ney
defends the view that a scientifically updated concept of causation holds causation to be
time-symmetric (cf. Ney, 2009, p. 760).
What should one make of this dispute between Russellians and Ney? This looks like a
merely verbal dispute. The parties in the dispute are not really disagreeing about anything.
Both parties agree that (a) the dynamical laws are complete and time-symmetric. Further-
more they agree that (b) the folk feature of causal time asymmetry cannot be attributed
to the dynamical laws. (c) Both parties agree that the folk concept of causation and the
concept of bidirectional ontic dependence (as expressed by the dynamical law statements)
are different concepts. The point of disagreement concerns whether bidirectional ontic
dependence deserves the name ‘causation’. It seems to us that the answer to this question
can only be some kind of conventional agreement on how to use the word ‘cause’. We
suggest that one should conventionally agree on the Russellian use of the word ‘causa-
tion’, because Ney’s proposal to call time-symmetric dependence ‘scientifically updated
causation’29 involves two risks.
(A) Ney’s strategy provokes misunderstandings. In the current debate, most people
care about: (1) whether the folk concept of causation plays a role in physical theories
29Cf. Ney (2009, sec. 5).
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and physical reasoning; and (2) whether and how causal facts—as picked out by the folk
notion—can be explained by (or, speaking in a more metaphysical mode, be grounded
in) non-causal particular and nomic physical facts. We think that using the same word
‘cause’ for another concept (bidirectional ontic dependence) is likely to lead to a situation
in which philosophers talk past each other. In order to avoid confusion, we advocate
restricting the word ‘cause’ to the folk (and special science) notion of causation, while
using the concept of bidirectional ontic dependence when we refer to the kind of nomic
dependence expressed by the dynamical laws of fundamental physics.
(B) It is by no means clear what difference it makes to use the label ‘scientific causation’
for bidirectional ontic dependence if one wishes to talk about causation in (e.g.) economics
or biology. It seems that causation in these disciplines is associated with features such as
causal asymmetry, time asymmetry, locality etc. If this is the case, then we have (at least)
two concepts of causation: time-symmetric physical causation and time-asymmetric spe-
cial science causation. However, even if we accept the revised concept of time-symmetric
causation, it does not resolve, for instance, the problem with which Albert and Loewer
(see above) are concerned: how can we explain that physical dependence relations are
time-symmetric and special science dependence relations are time-asymmetric? Labelling
time-symmetric dependence as ‘causal’ does not resolve the problem.
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